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Take Sep 27 2022 TAKE – verb: to reach for and hold in one’s hands or get into one’s possession, power or control. Logan Mitchell is a man who’s
always been more than happy to take what he wants. It’s a philosophy that’s proven lucrative in both his business and personal life, and never was it
more apparent than the night he laid eyes on Tate Morrison. After pulling out all the stops and convincing the sexy bartender to give him a try—he’s
hooked. Now, Logan finds himself in a predicament that demands more from him than a smart-ass answer and his innate ability to walk away when
things get too deep. He has a choice to make, and it’ll force him to do something he’s never done before—take a chance. Tate Morrison knows all
about taking a chance. He took the biggest one of his life the night he showed up at Logan’s apartment to explore his unexpected reaction to the
man. Ever since then, he’s thought about little else. At first he was convinced his attraction was based solely on his body’s curiosity. But the more
time he spends with the silver-tongued lawyer, the more Tate realizes that their physical chemistry is only the beginning. He’s starting to catch a
glimpse of what life with Logan would be like, and it’s one full of excitement and satisfaction—a far cry from what he had in the past with his soon to
be ex-wife. Each man will face their fears as they begin to understand the true meaning of give and take. Their feelings for one another will be tested,
as will their very beliefs. But now that they’ve found love where they least expected it, will they be brave enough to reach out and take it?
Confessions: Robbie Apr 22 2022 Relationships are complex.Love ever-changing.And when it comes to rules of the heart, they were made to be
broken...That's what Robert Antonio Bianchi was telling himself, anyway. Otherwise, he really had no excuse for what-or who-he'd done. No excuse,
except for his lonely heart, a pitcher of margaritas, four Bitter Bitches, and the apparent need to confess all his weaknesses to the two men he knew
would bring him nothing but trouble.But trouble was nothing new. Just ask his crazy sisters or any of his friends, and they'd be the first to tell you: If
there was a bad decision to be made, Robbie always had a knack for making it. And thus begins the story of the priest, the princess, and the prick.
Inside Affair Dec 18 2021 XanderIf I had to describe Sean Bailey, it would be: a surly, temperamental pain in my ass. Never in that equation would I
ever include the word boyfriend-and not just because he's straight. The older brother of my life-long best friend, Sean is a detective for the Chicago
PD, and is also known as Detective "Dick" for being...well, a surly, temperamental pain in everyone's ass. He also happens to be the best they have,
which is why I find myself on his doorstep the night my life is threatened by an anonymous stalker. I only wanted the name of a bodyguard; I didn't
expect for Sean to volunteer for the job. Now, not only do I have a bodyguard, I also have a fake boyfriend. SeanIt must be so hard to be Alexander
Thorne, the number one prime-time news anchor in the country, with millions of dollars and a car that costs more than my house. I mean, I'm allowed
to give him a hard time about it, but when some creep decides to cross the line and go after him, they're gonna have to answer to me.Going
undercover has never been an issue in the past, so I don't see why there'd be a problem now. Xander and I have known each other for years, so this
should be a breeze. Except suddenly my stomach's flipping when he looks my way, and my body comes alive whenever he brushes by me. I know I'm
good at my job and playing a character and all, but this is getting out of hand. I can't be sure that either of us are playing anymore.*********Inside
Affair is book one of the Prime Time series and is not a standalone. Book two, Breaking News, will release 7.27.20, followed by the final book,
Headlines, on 9.28.20.
Tate May 23 2022 Fans of M/M romances will love this story about a playboy who doesn't do relationships and a bachelor who doesn't do guys.
Try (A Graphic Novel) Jul 13 2021
Edible Jan 27 2020 Fans of Gail McHugh and Laurelin Paige will love this story about a doctor who barrels through a restaurantaurs live and changes
it forever.
All I Want for Christmas...Is My Sister's Boyfriend Dec 06 2020 Some people want their two front teeth or a hippopotamus for Christmas. Not
me. That would be too clichéd.Then again, I never thought I'd stoop to sitting on Santa's lap and asking him to bring me a boyfriend, either. In my
defense, though, the man of my dreams had just knocked me into a store display ten minutes prior, so I wasn't exactly thinking straight. Hah, but
when did I ever. I never thought I'd see Mr. Tall, Dark, and Handsome again, but it looked like fate-or Santa-had other plans when I ran into him the
following night. Seemed like I might be getting my Christmas wish after all, right? Right.So imagine my surprise when I showed up at my parents'
house for the holidays, only to find out that my sister had asked Santa for the exact same thing I did-and he'd delivered early.Yep, my sister scored
herself a handsome new boyfriend, and he's absolutely perfect. He's charming, my parents love him, and even Lucifer the demon cat tolerates
him.Oh, did I mention he also happens to be my dream guy? The one who's supposed to be under my tree?Yeah. Merry freakin' Christmas to me.
Someone pass the hot buttered rum. This is a fun, feel-good MM Christmas novella.
Shiver Mar 21 2022 Wide-eyed and innocent, you stumbled into my world, never knowing the danger that lurked within. The Wolfe's Den is no place
for a little lamb, but you came anyway, and from the moment you stepped inside, you were mine.In my life there are no happy accidents. Every move
is carefully orchestrated. Every situation premeditated. That's what makes the hunt so intoxicating. What you need, I become. What you crave, I will
give. Except the one thing you desire above all else-love. Everything I told you is true-I'm not a good man, but you choose what you want to hear. You
shouldn't have come that night. Maybe then you'd be safe. But it's too late now.I want you because you remind me of him. I need you to give me back
what I lost.Warning: This is not a love story. It is not a romance. This is an obsessive stalker lust story that contains darker themes that may serve as
a trigger to some readers. Shiver is a standalone novel.
Take Apr 10 2021
Blind Obsession Jun 12 2021 Obsession, defined as the domination of one's thoughts or feelings by a persistent idea, image or desire... Chantel
Rosenberg's passion for music and life had never shone brighter than the time she spent in Bordeaux France. It's a time when feelings arose and
desires ran deep, a time that fundamentally changed her life. A man living in seclusion, Phillipe Tibideau is haunted and plagued by memories he
cannot disregard. Choosing to live a quiet life in his Chateau surrounded by the vineyards of France, he's left his passion for art behind. However, the
time has arrived to tell his side of a tale. A tale that has depicted him as a "beautiful monster" and he's finally allowing someone close. Close enough
to ask questions. Questions he's not sure he wants to answer. Questions about her. For up-and-coming journalist Gemma Harris, the pursuit of truth
is what drives her, and when a job of a lifetime presents itself there is nothing in the world that will stop her from taking it. Even if it does mean
leaving her home for several months to stay at Chateau Tibideau, with him. This is a story of what happens when three passionate lovers collide and
the desire for truth, art, and music merge. Chateau Tibideau is a place full of unanswered questions, dark sinful desire, and a beauty so hauntingly
sad it will have you wondering how you will ever leave the same...
Angel Oct 16 2021 USA TODAY bestselling authors Ella Frank and Brooke Blaine conclude the story of sexy Fallen Angel rockers Viper and Halo in
ANGEL.As Fallen Angel embarks on their worldwide Corruption tour, frontman Halo is forced to deal with his newfound fame, as well as his intense
feelings for his bandmate, Viper. Because now Halo has everything he ever dreamed of and one surprise he never expected: a boyfriend. And Viper
has the one thing he never thought he wanted but found himself chasing down: a relationship.From the very beginning, they were drawn to each
other, but can these polar opposites find lasting love, or will their flame burn out?ANGEL is the third book of the Fallen Angel Series and should be
read following HALO and VIPER. Halo and Viper's story concludes in ANGEL.
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Wedlocked Aug 22 2019 Because you have believed in them, Celebrated with them, Loved and encouraged them, Ella Frank and Brooke Blaine Invite
you to joinAce Samuel Locke and Dylan Prescott Saturday, the twenty-fourth of May at si
Halo Sep 15 2021 Massive world tours. Over a hundred million albums sold. Groupies galore.Every day is a party for Viper and the guys of TBD, the
biggest rock band in the world. But it all comes to a screeching halt when the lead singer walks out of the studio one day and never comes back. Earblistering vocals. Butchered lyrics. Fame chasers.After months of lackluster auditions, Viper, the lead guitarist and resident bad boy of the group, is
ready to find solace in the bottom of a bottle. Time's running out and the pressure's on to find a new singer, but it isn't until an angel walks through
the door that the band's prayers are answered. Charismatic. Talented. Magic behind the mic. Halo is everything they've been looking for.With a voice
to match his stunning good looks, it isn't long before Viper's taking notice. But there are several reasons this is a bad idea:1.Interpersonal
relationships in the band are discouraged2.Viper has already broken rule #1-big mistake3.Halo is straight Too bad Viper's body isn't listening to his
head-at least not the one on his shoulders. But you can't fake chemistry, not onstage and certainly not off it, and Viper and Halo? They have it in
spades. As both men try to resist the fire blazing between them, and the band is forced to reinvent themselves, it'll be a complicated rise back to the
top. But from the ashes of what was, something beautiful is born. Something better. And when the world finally sees Halo stretch his wings, they'll
discover what it's like to fall for an angel.
Locked Aug 14 2021 "ACE LOCKE JETS OFF TO SIN CITY WITH MYSTERY MAN"Sorry, ladies-and fellas-Hollywood's hottest action star, Ace Locke,
is officially off the market!The man on Locke's arm has been identified as Dylan Prescott, the sexy new "it" model currently featured in the latest
Calvin Klein ads. Sources tell TNZ the men met on the set of Locke's upcoming action film Insurrection 2, and that "they only have eyes for each
other." This is the first public gay relationship for Locke, who came out a year ago, and there has been much speculation on who would finally be the
one to catch his eye.According to multiple eyewitnesses, Locke whisked Prescott away on his private jet for a romantic weekend at Syn, the most
exclusive hotel on the Las Vegas Strip. After pictures recently surfaced of the new couple, affectionately named PresLocke, it appears from the
possessive way Locke keeps his new beau close that things are heating up.The world is watching #PresLocke, and we'll be sure to keep you up to
date on this budding relationship!Ace and Dylan's story continues in Book Two of the Bestselling PresLocke Series.
Jingle Bell Rock Jul 21 2019 The crossover event to end all crossovers!One night. Seven couples. A Christmas they'll never forget.Jingle Bell Rock
features seven couples from across the Ella and Brooke universe, all coming together in one story to bring you joy, happiness, and a little Christmas
cheer.Featuring: Logan & Tate (Temptation Series)Ace & Dylan (Preslocke Series)Viper & Halo (Fallen Angel Series)Robbie, Julien, & Priest
(Confessions Series)Panther & Solo (Elite Series)Shaw & Trent (South Haven Series)Paige & Dawson w/Ryleigh (LA Liaisons Series)
Me Before You (Movie Tie-In) Nov 24 2019 Taking a job as an assistant to extreme sports enthusiast Will, who is wheelchair bound after a motorcycle
accident, Louisa struggles with her employer's acerbic moods and learns of his shocking plans before demonstrating to him that life is still worth
living.
Finley Mar 29 2020 It's time to come home, Finn. It’s been seven years since Daniel Finley left his hometown in Florida for the hustle and bustle of
Chicago’s city life. Since then, he’s worked hard for his position at the prestigious law firm Leighton & Associates, even when it’s caused distance
and isolation from his family and friends. But that’s all about to change. On his thirtieth birthday, he receives the one thing he never dared hope for.
Something that was promised to him years earlier—a note. One simple sentence from the man he’s never been able to forget. Six words will forever
change the course of their lives. Brantley Hayes has it all. Or so he thinks. When he first made the decision to take a job down in Florida, his family
thought he was crazy. But after years of living in the quiet beach town, he finally feels a sense of community. He’s surrounded himself with friends
who are like family, has a job he loves, and owns a spectacular beachfront property that is his sanctuary. Yet he still feels unfulfilled, as if a piece of
the puzzle is missing, and he knows exactly which piece it is. On an impulse, he follows through with a promise he made years earlier. A promise to
call home the one he sent away. Nothing is as simple as it seems. After years of separation, the former lovers are reunited, but Brantley wasn’t
expecting to encounter the high walls now guarding Daniel’s heart. Daniel may not be the same person he was when he left, but he knows that the
first step to healing is the note in his hand.
Isadora May 11 2021 A TRAGIC BEGINNING... Isadora Nikitas understands what it means to be betrayed. That lesson was taught to her in the prime
of her life, and when she is offered a chance to exact revenge, she finds it difficult to refuse. Instead, she entrusts her survival to a mysterious
vampire known only as Diomêdês, a male who wants nothing in return but to watch over her—in every way imaginable. Gifted with speed, strength,
and immortality, she determines that her life will no longer be governed by the needs and wants of a mere man. She has cowered for the last time,
and with her Ancient by her side, she thrives and blossoms into the most formidable female vampire in existence. But, once upon a time, like all little
girls, Isadora believed in love. She believed it because she once had it. So, when it comes along a second time, she knows that it’s possible—but when
you love someone, they become your weakness. Unless, in fact, they become your enemy instead... A MYSTERIOUS PAST... Fulfilling your life’s
prophecy should be empowering. At least, that’s what Elias Fontana always believed. But as he stands guard over the beautiful vampire he’s taken
hostage, his convictions start to crumble. Made to believe by his creators that he and two others have been designed to destroy a dangerous race, he
has difficulty connecting his current reality to the woman he once loved. A TANGLED TALE TO UNRAVEL... When friends become enemies and
enemies become lovers, who can you trust in the webs of lies and despair? And when your life is at stake and blood has been shed, how much are you
willing to sacrifice to fulfill your destiny?
Confessions: Priest Oct 04 2020 I am complex. My love is all-encompassing. And when it comes to my heart, there is only one rule: Don't mess with
what's mine. Until the age of seven, I was Joel Alexander Donovan, son of Jimmy. The man who terrorized a town and made its citizens fear the very
ground he walked on. Including me, the day I realized that ground ran red with blood. At age eighteen, I became Priest. A man without a past. A man
determined to right the wrongs of my father. A man who never believed anyone could love the son of such a monster. But then a thief stole my heart.
A sweetheart lit up my world. And I forgot for a moment you should never turn your back on your enemy. And thus begins a lesson to those who
would seek to harm: Never underestimate what the Priest will do to protect the Princess and the Prick.
True May 31 2020 True - adjective: That which is accurate or exact.I dare you to try.I think you're my truth.Terrify me.Marry me. Marry me. Marry
me...Four years ago, Logan Mitchell walked into Tate's life and challenged him to see it differently.He dared Tate to try a kiss, when normally he
wouldn't have.He begged him to take a chance, when he probably shouldn't have.But most importantly, he asked Tate to trust that he would love him,
and he did. From that moment on, Tate realized exactly what his life had been missing-Logan.Happily-ever-afters come in many different forms. But
for Tate Morrison, there's only one ending he wants. The one where the guy marries the guy and true love conquers all.Now all he has to do is tell
Logan.Join Logan and Tate as they finally realize what the rest of us knew all along. That they belong together for better or worse-always.
Sexcation Sep 22 2019 He’s British. She’s American. They meet on vacation. And agree to fake name each other. One is lying about everything. The
other is telling the truth. They’re about to embark on a sexcation. But what happens when it’s over?
A Desperate Man: the Complete Series Feb 20 2022 Fantasies-we all have them. For some, it's their dream job; others want the wedding, the 2.5
kids, the white picket fence. My fantasies are a bit more...depraved. Dark and sinful, they have destroyed relationships and my livelihood, yet I still
submit to them like a slave. Sex. For most, it's a natural expression of love, caring, or lust. But there are those of us who can't stop once we've had a
taste. Those of us who don't want to. And the shame of that never-ending cycle will eat us alive... My name is Evan James, and I am a sex addict.
Classified Aug 02 2020 Classified is the final book of the Elite Series and should only be read after book one, Danger Zone, and book two, Need for
Speed.They train to serve their country.They strive to be the best.But only a select few can be...The Elite * * * MATEO MORGANCALL SIGN: SOLO
Reckless, arrogant, and bold, Solo is as known in the U.S. Navy for his bad-boy reputation as he is for his skills as a fighter pilot. It's a surprise to his
peers, then, when he's chosen to train and compete at the most prestigious naval aviation academy in the world. MISSION RULES:1.Kick everyone's
ass.2.Do whatever it takes to win. 3.Do your best to distract the competition.4.Especially when that competition is a gorgeous blue-eyed perfectionist
who makes your blood run hot. * * * GRANT HUGHESCALL SIGN: PANTHER
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Confessions Jan 07 2021 I am complex. My love is all-encompassing. And when it comes to my heart, there is only one rule: Don't mess with what's
mine. Until the age of seven, I was Joel Alexander Donovan, son of Jimmy. The man who terrorized a town and made its citizens fear the very ground
he walked on. Including me, the day I realized that ground ran red with blood. At age eighteen, I became Priest. A man without a past. A man
determined to right the wrongs of my father. A man who never believed anyone could love the son of such a monster. But then a thief stole my heart.
A sweetheart lit up my world. And I forgot for a moment you should never turn your back on your enemy. And thus begins a lesson to those who
would seek to harm: Never underestimate what the Priest will do to protect the Princess and the Prick.
Sex Addict Jul 01 2020 Fantasies - we all have them.For some it's their dream job; others want the wedding, the 2.5 kids, the white picket fence.My
fantasies are a bit more...depraved.Dark and sinful, they have destroyed relationships and my livelihood, yet I still submit to them like a slave.Sex.For
most, it's a natural expression of love, caring, or lust.But there are those of us who can't stop once we've had a taste.Those of us who don't want
to.And the shame of that never-ending cycle will eat us alive...My name is Evan James, and I am a sex addict.**Please note that SEX ADDICT was
previously published as A Desperate Man: Volumes 1-3
Entice Oct 24 2019 Fans of Gail McHugh and Laurelin Paige will love this story about a doctor who barrels through a restaurantaurs live and
changes it forever.
Wrapped Up in You Sep 03 2020 A short Valentine's Day story by USA Today Bestselling Authors Ella Frank & Brooke Blaine--coming to Passionflix
in 2019!Christmas has always been Carter Pierce's favorite holiday. But with his partner, Dr. Vaughn Bennett, working crazy hours in the ER, it's
difficult to make any kind of plans.Easter was an appendectomy.Thanksgiving, a ruptured spleen.And Christmas had called Vaughn away to work for
Doctors Without Borders.So when the calendar hits February 14th, Carter expects it will be just another day when he kisses his man goodbye so he
can go and save the world.Little does he know that Vaughn has a huge surprise up his sleeve--one that will change their lives forever.
Bad Intentions Oct 28 2022 My name isn't Logan Mitchell, but Marcus St. James doesn't know that...When I showed up at my roommate's work party,
the last thing I expected was to find a man straight out of my dreams. But when the crowd parted and the fates aligned, there he was, waiting for me.
Marcus St. James, president of ENN WorldWide News. Sexy and powerful, with a stare that could freeze you in place, Marcus was the perfect reward
for securing a job at Mitchell & Madison, the best law firm in Chicago. To play with the big fish, however, one must become a big fish, and that's
where my little white lie began.It was one night. I was never going to see him again, and from the second we spoke, I knew he was interested. It was
there in his eyes, the same fire in my veins. It was there in his voice, whenever he said my name. The only problem? It wasn't my name, and now I
wanted more-much more. But how can anything good come out of something that started with such bad intentions?Bad Intentions is the first book in
the Intentions Duet.
Tease Dec 26 2019 Tease - verb: to tantalize especially by arousing desire or curiosity often without intending to satisfy it....unless your name is Tate
Morrison. It’s been four years since Logan Mitchell walked into Tate’s life and irrevocably changed it. Four years since the sexy as sin lawyer dared
him to try, and four years since Tate won his love. Now, as they approach the next chapter of their lives Logan is determined they won’t end up like
many of their friends. Settled. Domestic. Boring. However, that’s easier said than done. With busy careers and working odd hours, finding time for
one another is becoming increasingly difficult. But that sh*t isn’t going to fly with Logan or Tate. The two of them are determined to compromise to
get what it is they want, and what they want is each other. Tease is the sexy, tantalizing continuation of the two men who stole your heart...and
popped your cherry.
Breaking News Jul 25 2022 USA TODAY bestselling author Ella Frank continues the story of Alexander Thorne and Sean Bailey in Breaking
News.XanderSean Bailey, the older brother of my lifelong best friend, has always been a surly, temperamental pain in my ass. But sometime during
the last few weeks, I've gone and fallen head over heels for him. Gruff and charming, charismatic in his own way, I've found myself looking past my
preconceptions and discovered a whole new side to Detective Dick-a side I could fall in love with.But life isn't always easy-it can change course in the
blink of an eye. Sometimes for the good and sometimes for the bad. I know this because last night I experienced both sides.I went to Sean for help in
guarding my body; what I didn't expect was for him to steal my heart.Breaking News is not a standalone and should only be read after book one,
Inside Affair. Headlines, the third and final book in the Prime Time Series, will be available 9.28.20.
A Little Bit Like Love Apr 29 2020 What if you had everything in the world you wanted...except the man you'd left behind? Jackson Davenport, the
charismatic, strait-laced heir to the Davenport fortune, has a secret. One he's been hiding since he graduated from South Haven all-boys academyand that secret's name is Lucas. When a work trip takes Jackson back to his old stomping grounds, memories of the year he shared with Lucas come
crashing to the surface. With growing pressure from his father to settle down and take over the family business, Jackson knows he's on borrowed
time, and sets out to find the free-spirited daredevil he once knew. But Lucas isn't the same man he was eight years ago. One night. A shattered
heart. And an endless parade of nameless faces. Lucas Sullivan is South Haven's ultimate playboy, a reputation he's honed since the only boy he ever
loved left without a trace. To the world, he's brash and confident, an in-demand artist who spends his days designing one-of-a-kind pieces and his
nights as king of the downtown scene. Many have tried and failed to get past the barrier he's carefully constructed, but it's the shy, studious boy he
once coaxed out of his shell who still haunts him. Maybe it was a mistake. Maybe it was lust. Or maybe...it was a little bit like love.
Aced Feb 08 2021 Ace Locke is Hollywood's hottest action hero. Women across the globe fling their panties in his direction, but Ace isn't interested
in those --- he's more of a boxer briefs kind of guy. Specifically, those of the nearly naked male model on a billboard he drives past every day. Though
he recently made headlines for his public coming out, Ace is wary about pursuing a relationship, fearing what the court of public opinion will do to
his career. But there's something in the model's expression that intrigues him and has him wondering what if? Dylan Prescott just scored his biggest
modeling campaign yet. One that has him plastered all over L.A. in not much more than what he was born with. And when he's cast in Ace's latest
blockbuster, it puts him in close proximity to his ultimate fantasy. Outwardly confident, Dylan has no problem with his sexuality or his pretty-boy
looks, and uses both to his advantage to get what he wants.
Veiled Innocence Jun 19 2019 Tick, tick, tock. Time. That’s all I have now. A small room, a photograph, and time. They want me to trust them and
confess my sins. They told me they wouldn't judge me—they lied. I thought we could convince the world that this wasn't a crime. We were wrong.
Time doesn't stand still. The clock keeps ticking, the world is unconvinced, and now... Now he is gone.
Try Jan 19 2022 Try – verb: to make an attempt or effort to do something or in this case...someone. Sex. Logan Mitchell loves it, and ever since he
realized his raw sexual appeal at a young age, he has had no problem using it to his advantage. Men and women alike fall into his bed—after all,
Logan is not one to discriminate. He lives by one motto—if something interests you, why not just take a chance and try? And he wants to try Tate
Morrison. Just coming out of a four-year marriage with an ex-wife from hell, a relationship is the last thing on Tate’s mind. He’s starting fresh and
trying to get back on his feet with a new job at an upscale bar in downtown Chicago. The only problem is, Tate has caught the unwavering and
unwelcome attention of Mr. Logan Mitchell—a regular at the bar and a man who always gets what he wants. Night after night Tate fends off the
persistent advances of the undeniably charismatic man, but after an explosive moment in the bar, all bets are off as he finds his body stirring with a
different desire than his mind. As arrogance, stubbornness and sexual tension sizzle between the two, it threatens to change the very course of their
lives. Logan doesn’t do relationships. Tate doesn’t do men. But what would happen if they both just gave in and...tried?
Confessions: Julien Aug 26 2022 People are complex. Love a double-edged sword. And when it comes to a broken heart, there are no rules, only
time... For the past eight years, Julien Thornton has been living with a secret. One that only a handful of people know about. To the outside world, he
has it all. A thriving career. A loving husband. And a face that the American public fell for by the millions, on a reality show that inadvertently saved
his life. But behind the shine of celebrity, behind the easygoing nature, a crippling truth fills Julien with pain and self-loathing. It's a truth that he
fights to overcome daily with the help of his husband, Joel Priestley, and now their boyfriend, Robbie Bianchi. But unlike Priest, Robbie doesn't know
what he's helping Julien to fight. He doesn't know what Julien did all those years ago. And with the anniversary of his sister's death fast approaching,
the time for explanations is running out. And thus the question: will the princess be able to forgive the prick as the priest once did? Only time will
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Headlines Nov 05 2020 USA TODAY bestselling author Ella Frank concludes the story of Sean Bailey and Alexander "Xander" Thorne in
Headlines.XanderIf I had to describe Sean Bailey, it would be as the sexy, caring, wonderful man I've gone and fallen in love with. I never could've
imagined a world where he was my everything. But with each passing day, the connection between us grows stronger, and the idea of a world
without him is something I can't imagine.But Sean's love doesn't come without complications. As the older brother of my lifelong best friend, this new
love has caused relationships to break down and communication to become stilted, and the one question that remains is: am I willing to give up the
love and friendship of one for the chance of love and forever with another?SeanI didn't mean to fall in love with Alexander Thorne, my brother's ex
and the number one prime-time news anchor in the country. I mean, no one could've seen that coming-least of all me. But that's exactly what
happened over these past couple of months: I fell in love.That'd be complicated enough, I suppose, but Xander? Well, he fell in love with me too, and
while it's caused some major upset in the dynamics around here, I have to believe that a love this real can only lead to somewhere amazing.This thing
between us started out as a job, a friend helping out a friend. But after playing the role of Xander's boyfriend, I find myself wanting the job full-time,
because neither of us are playing anymore.Headlines is the final book of the Prime Time Series and should only be read after book one, Inside Affair,
and book two, Breaking News.
Viper Nov 17 2021 USA TODAY bestselling authors Brooke Blaine and Ella Frank continue the story of sexy Fallen Angel rockers Viper and Halo in
VIPER.Scorching chemistry. Red-hot lyrics. An irresistible bad boy. Halo, the new lead singer for Fallen Angel, never stood a chance against Viper,
the legendary lead guitarist for the band.From the moment Halo set foot in Viper's lair, the match was lit, threatening to consume the two men with
the heat of their desire. But when their casual flings begins to morph into more, will it leave the entire band in flames?After all, it may have been
Halo who fell from grace, but it's only a matter of time before Viper falls for an angel. VIPER is the second book of the Fallen Angel Series and should
be read following HALO. Halo and Viper's story concludes in book three, ANGEL.
Exquisite Feb 26 2020 Fans of Gail McHugh and Laurelin Paige will love this story about a doctor who barrels through a restaurantaurs live and
changes it forever.
Devil's Kiss Jun 24 2022 What do you do when the one you least expect to matter... Ends up mattering the most? Derek Pearson likes to think he’s an
easygoing guy. Uncomplicated, upfront, and unapologetic with what he wants. His what you-see-is-what-you-get attitude is on prominent display for
anyone who cares to look, and his foul mouth is right there to back it up should you miss the point. However, what you see isn’t always what you get,
and only a select few have ever glimpsed the real man under the brash exterior. Among them? Professor Jordan Devaney. Complicated, highmaintenance, and vibrant, he’s Derek’s opposite in every way. From the moment they saw each other, a love-hate relationship began. But what
happens when one person wants more?
Lust Hate Love Mar 09 2021 USA TODAY bestselling authors Brooke Blaine and Ella Frank continue the story of sexy Fallen Angel rockers Killian
and Levi in LUST. HATE. LOVE.As the sexy, charismatic bassist for world-famous rock band Fallen Angel, whatever Killian Michaels wants, Killian
Michaels gets.Or at least that was the case until the band's gorgeous new manager, Levi Walker, shot him down after a blistering first kiss.For Levi,
managing these five guys is the opportunity of a lifetime, and he's not about to let a case of sexual desire get in his way. He's efficient, professional,
and plays by the book. But tension simmers beneath Levi's cool exterior every time Killian's near, and soon enough the passion boils over, consuming
them both.As the Corruption tour takes them from country to country, a heated game of cat and mouse ensues. Levi tries to deny the irresistible pull
of Killian's seductive nature, but with an attraction as strong as theirs, it's only a matter of time before the lust-filled hate turns to love.LUST. HATE.
LOVE. is the fourth book of the Fallen Angel Series and follows a new couple in the band. It can be read as a standalone or following ANGEL.
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